
Planetary Cycles 

 

 



Descriptions 

 

Sun - Birthday 

Every year the Sun returns to the exact position of when you were born which is your birthday. Be aware 

on your birthday of what activities you find yourself doing and situations that arise. Your birthday is a 

microcosm of the year ahead, and you can influence the upcoming year by consciously engaging 

yourself. Developing healthy habits, meditating, putting yourself in positive environments, self-inquiry 

and self-discovery, altruism, and practicing gratitude and contentment help set the vibration for the 

year ahead. The people you spend time with, the conversations you have, and even chance encounters 

can all be omens for the year to come.  

Life literally changes on this day when the Sun completes its cycle and returns to its position of when 

you were born, and marks the start of your true new year.  

 

Saturn 

Saturn takes 29.5 years to transit through all twelve celestial expressions in its orbit around the Sun. A 

Saturn Return means the time when it returns to the same position as when you were born. The effects 

and influence of Saturn on your life are long lasting when compared to the monthly cycles of the Sun or 

daily phases of the Moon. 

Saturn is a spiritualizing planet that teaches you patience, discipline, perseverance, humility, and service. 

It is a firm, unyielding teacher; determined to have you face your issues and overcome your obstacles on 

your journey of self-realization.   

 

Saturn Return 

A Saturn Return is a maturing influence that brings responsibility to your life and your spiritual journey. 

At the time of your Saturn returns, it is important to see the truth of your life and make conscious 

changes rather than going the way of least resistance. There is a focus on discipline and responsibility 

and a major supporting influence in your life may be removed during a Saturn return so you can learn 

the qualities of Saturn: patience, discipline, perseverance, humility, and service. It is an opportunity to 

re-evaluate your commitment and dedication to your spiritual journey, and to make the adjustments 

required to travel this path of mortality to infinity.   

 The three Saturn Returns in your life: 

1. Between your 29th and 30th birthdays - Brings maturity of adulthood as you make your mark in the 

world 

2. After your 59th birthday - Marks the culmination of your work in the world 

3. Around your 89th birthday - Signals you preparation for the next worl 



 

Saturn Opposition 

A Saturn Opposition is a completion of the work over the previous 14 years. If you have learned the 

lessons of Saturn, it can be a time of rewards coming through for you. 

The three Saturn Oppositions in your life: 

1. Between your 14th and 15th birthdays - The manifestation of your childhood struggle to establish an 

identity.  

During the first 14 to 15 years of your life, hopefully you are exposed to a spiritual path and learn the 

value of a disciplined life. If not, you will experience the difficulties the missed opportunity provides you 

by the time of your first Saturn return, between your 29th and 30th birthdays.  

2. Between your 44th and 45th birthdays - Brings a sense of career fulfillment 

If the you do not learn the lessons of Saturn between 29 and 44 years, it may be a mid-life crisis and 

heralds the opportunity for a spiritual awakening. 

3. Between your 73rd and 74th birthdays - Marks the ending or peak of you career endeavors and can 

bring accomplishment if we did the work following the second Saturn return. This is the time to immerse 

yourself in your spiritual journey and withdraw from the mundane activities of the world.  

 

Shining of Saturn 

The Shining of Saturn is a 7.5 year period when Saturn is near the celestial positioning of the Moon (your 

natal Moon) when you were born. This is understood as Saturn “shining” on your Moon as Saturn moves 

into the sign right before your natal moon sign, the sign of your natal moon, and the sign right after your 

natal moon sign. 

The Shining of Saturn period is a time of change and transformation and can occur 2 to 3 times during 

your life. It brings life altering changes where you may find you may need to give up something - a place, 

a person, a career, or a way of seeing yourself. During the Shining period of Saturn, you face your fears, 

overcome them, and then move toward realizing your life’s purpose. It can be a most rewarding time of 

your life as it re-orients you in a beneficial way if you learn the lessons of Saturn: patience, service, 

discipline, humility, and perseverance.  

To determine the period of the Shining of Saturn in your life, you will need to know the celestial 

expression of your Identity which is located in the upper section of the left list on your Identity Map, or 

on page 9 of your Owner’s Guide.  

Use the following table to determine your Shining of Saturn period.  Write in the Planetary Cycles Table 

on page 1 your Shining of Saturn periods relative to your age.  

 

 



 

Jupiter 

Jupiter takes 12 years to move through the celestial expressions, spending about one year in each 

expression. A Jupiter Expansion occurs every 12 years in your life and lasts for one year. It brings the 

benefits of opportunities, gifts, and expansion, and can affect career, relationships, spirituality, and 

travel. 

At the beginning of each of your Jupiter Expansion cycles, it is a good idea to explore your relationships 

with your teachers at that time. A correlation made during these times can accelerate your spiritual 

development.  

At the age of 12, 14, and 36 Jupiter Expansions, you bring to you significant teachers. With your teacher 

at age 12, you learn about the physical world. With your teacher at age 24, you learn about the mental 

realm. Your teacher at age 36 guides you through the spiritual realm. The later Jupiter Expansions, 48, 

60, 72, and 84, bring opportunities for your role as a teacher. 

 



Moon Nodes 

During the Moon’s rotation around the Earth, there are two significant points where it crosses the 

Earth’s orbital path  around the Sun. At one point, the Moon is ascending and at the other point the 

Moon is descending. These two points are called the Moon Nodes. Nodes means the two points are 

positioned in opposite celestial expressions and these opposite celestial expressions are associated with 

your birth date and dynamics within your Consciousness. It takes 18 years for the Moon to return to the 

exact celestial positions of the Moon Nodes on your birth.  

 

New Growth 

When the Moon Nodes return to the celestial positions of when you were born, this is a reckoning that 

signals new growth and a need to re-evaluate how you want to live over the next 18 years. During these 

times, you become aware if you are meeting the expectations you have for this life or if you need to 

move in another direction. It is also a good time to examine the purpose of your life and live in balance 

with your past and future. There is a new understanding of how you relate to your body in the areas of 

exercise, sexuality, and diet. You may change the amount and type of food you eat with each cycle.  

 

Opposition 

At the ages of the opposition of the Moon Nodes, you may develop latent potentials and bring forth 

hidden talents. It is a good time to tap into your hidden inner resources and working through past and 

future issues. 


